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Untitled  

Ayanna Hasselberger 

 

Another one down it could’ve been me 

Another suit and pair of dress shoes ready to be creased 

Another church ringing the bells the 7th time this week 

God claims another angel but now a mother can’t sleep 

I see this pain all the time but it’s so often I can’t weep. 

The mothers sweep off their feet the fathers knelt down as their souls retreat 

Another group passin one round for da homie 

And close friends start to pick up bad habits slowly 

A pack of milds and the essence of tobacco with weed serve the lonely 

A new toy a .45 the weapon blasts slowly 

As with every round there’s emotion they took his brother too early 

And with this cold heart and broke soul we restart the cycle 

The easy influence of violence creating Baltimore disciples 

They’ll quickly tell you that we’re thugs but leave out the hurt 

They easily forget that we carried our brothers and sisters to the dirt 

Violence begets violence and pain cannot outdo pain 

Contrary to popular belief this crime is not a Baltimore thing. 
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Next to Blow 

Rodrick Brown 

 

Summer nights so wild and fun 

Until we wake in the morning 

To see we lost another 

Crying mothers and IG posts 

People saying they love you 

That you never met 

 

We saw this all before 

We live it everyday 

Ceasefires we hope 

Will save the day 

Murder ink posts 

Yet another taken away 

 

Who knew that you 

Would die in the morning 

Gun talk as always 

Now you the talk 

Of the town 

Put you on a shirt 

You’re all I see around 

 

Who’s next 

Who’s next 

Could be you or me 

Who’s next 

Who’s next 

Time will tell 

Behind the bullet  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Baltimore Mentality  

Canaan Allison  

 

Everyday I wake up 

Im tryna get my cake up 

Should I trap or get a job 

Shit I'll do whatever for a pay cut 

Cause my pockets hungry 

And I got mouths to feed 

Everytime I go to sleep 

I hear people crying in my dreams 

 

My city known for poverty and violence 

Like Tariq said but as I look back 

How could you blame them... 

Wouldn’t you carry a pistol 

If bullets were aiming at your head and 

You constantly hear mommas crying cause 

They baby gone and dead... never to return again 

I guess that's where the pain comes in 

 

So yea I see why y’all do what y’all do 

But it’s a vicious cycle that will destroy you.. 

And put another black family member behind 

Bars where your peoples will only get to know 

you through collect calls or maybe through a mausoleum wall  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

The House is Not a Home 

Samira Jackson 

 

Empty beer cans scattered across the room 

Slurred speech 

The stench of an unclean body and unwashed sheets  

Early mornings and late nights  

Constant arguments and drunken confessions 

Why is he running from the responsibility of fatherhood? 

 

Blackened hearts 

Same color as the bags under my eyes  

from lack of sleep 

Why don’t you help? 

 

Birthed from your womb,  

You watch me suffer 

You watch him torment 

You sit there soundless and without motion 

The creator has failed its creation 

 

As the devil consumes heaven 

And this home becomes a house 

My metamorphosis occurs 

Depression. 

Anger. 

Regret. 

Resentment. 

The new me has become you 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

All chained up 

Alexander Bluestein 

 

All chains 

Left men deranged 

Left the poor souls of all to hang 

Underneath the pain 

The heart is stained 

 

Filled with no hate no love 

All tears, no emotion 

Fire grasps it like a cold glove 

Brought forth by the pains 

All empty 

 

Tied down, and tied up 

His poor soul is fed up 

To fight back 

To fight forth 

Breaking the camel's back 

 

Our homes are empty 

Drained by the pain 

Drained by the system 

Our families run cold 

All locked in the ground 

 

Action must be taken 

Before more lives are forsaken 

Put the violence down 

Before the system puts you down 

Constriction, conviction, all ran by the system 

 

Suffering leads to restriction 

Locked up in a cell 

Behind bars 

All safe 

All safe from ourselves 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

We Getting Tired 

Dimare Braham 

 

Practice what you preach instead of turning the other cheek  

Young girls spreading their cheeks just to feed their children with empty mouths 

Permanent frowns  

Memorials tied to poles might not mean much now but it’s much more than the eye can see  

Lying thru our teeth saying We don’t see what’s going on around me 

We stuck in a cycle [rinse, dry, repeat] 

Throw the flag down, Scream time out because  

We getting tired of running from what’s going on  

 

Most of y’all gonna be six feet under  

Why wonder what the world gonna be like without crime  

We running out of time!  

Running in circles  

Chasing our tails  

Most of us gonna bail  

We all gonna fall victim  

Slaves to the system 

We getting tired of running from what’s going on 

 

Some of y’all kids think y’all invincible  

These problems ain’t invisible 

We dropping like flies  

I’m scared to die  

Some of y’all playing around  

Thinking this some game  

Nah it’s real and y’all just adding to the flame 

We getting tired of running from what’s going on 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Oga Sir 

Richard Fadipe 

 

SARS playing drums on Yahoo boy’s body 

Government not caring about anybody 

But Oga at the top watching over us 

 

Waitin na 

 

It takes a village to raise a child 

But pain and sorrow in the eyes of the young generation  

 

Waitin na 

 

Waitin dai happen to all of the happiness  

Waitin dai happen to the generation of yesterday, today, and tomorrow 

 

Waitin na  

 

Instablog posting the struggles of the young ones 

Shedding lava out of their eyes 

Hearing the cries as if they were newborns 

 

Waitin na 

 

Waitin you dai cry for 

Oga sir  

I’m not a Yahoo boy 

I’m a school boy that have the opportunity to change this country  

For  

 

The better 

Oga at the top is watching upon you and me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

300  

Javanni Plummer  

 

In 365 days 300 souls 

were freed from shackles 

300 gunshots 

rang through the streets like bells 

300 families 

we’re celebrating lives of loved ones 

300 gospel songs 

echoed through the streets 

300 black fathers 

arrested for murder 

300 kids 

left hopeless without a future 

300 dysfunctional homes 

with oodles o'noodles as its savior 

300 young entrepreneurs 

posted with dimes in their pockets 

300 customers 

buying their products every week 

300 officers 

who see nothing but a “UGLY” brown skin color 

300 protestors 

marching beating their feet like drums 

300 black fist 

held high with pride 

300 rioters 

faces Ignited with rage controlled by a mindset of destruction 

This is Baltimore the city of the beautiful ghetto  
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Chance Williams 

 

Teddy bears laid across concrete  

T-shirts with cousin Quan on the back  

And sweet dreams in vacant houses  

 

Bunch a dudes that came up with me  

Either missin’ em or they fightin’ sentences 

 

Cloudy days 

filled with nights full of showers 

Dim yellow flickering street lights 

same as the poster that reads justice for Freddie 

Sure you ready? 

 

My hood? A concrete jungle in December 

Murdaland in June 

BodyMore in August 

& Afghanistan in January 

 

Everyday I pray for admission to tomorrow 

where bullets ain’t whistlin’ through the jungle 

WE’s gotta do mo than the reg  

 

Til I make it I’ma fake it,  

Cellblock 2902 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pixie Dust  

Da’Gea Graves 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Pixie Dust I do not Trust, 

One sniff *sniff* *sniff* blink 

The world as you know it disappears. 

 

Pixie Dust all it takes is one puff. 

*Inhale* *Exhale* everything turns blue 

With a sprinkle of gold you flew 

All. Weight. Has. Been. Lifted. 

Don’t. You. Feel. Gifted. 

 

Pixie Dust you rob innocent souls blindly with just one touch. 

With a sprinkle of green forging broken things. 

 

Pixie Dust i’m not fine i think about you all the time. 

Without you i’m stuck here in the darkness i fear. 

With a sprinkle of Amber I’m set ablaze no more tears I can stay like this for Dayz... 

 

Pixie Dust For You and only You I lust. 

With a Sprinkle Of pink my heart shrinks. 

I can’t think of loving anything but You. 

 

Pixie Dust soon I’ll tarnish...Rust 

No longer the pretty thing I was before this dust 

With a sprinkle of purple I was in between red and blue tornadoes waiting 

for them to collide 

This will be the great divide... 

 

Pixie Dust with that last gust I couldn’t even fuss as I was left drowning in the dust… 

With a sprinkle of Cyan I was left to sink under these pools of sand 

Flood. After. Flood. 

 

Pixie Dust don’t leave me here you’re the Only One I trust. 

For me...now there’s only You and Your Rainbow of dust. 

With a sprinkle of orange the Last color... 

 

Everything fades to gray I know 

it’s too late all my colors have been stolen from me. 

*Gasp* *Gasp* I suffocate yes indeed it’s too late you sealed my...Fate! 

The monster gives a satisfied growl as it takes me away. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Untitled 

Anwar Muhammad 

 

 

Bodies lying on the pavement 

Bullets flying in the streets 

Just for a funeral to happen the next week 

Nobody cares anymore in this city 

 

We just kill to kill 

Just for a little thrill 

The violence is endless and for what? It changes nothing 

 That don’t get you no respect in the streets 

 

Senseless killing when you can be trying to uplift the youth and stop this violence cycle 

But that’s what they want you to hear in the media 

Baltimore is just a murder zone with no good to it, right? 

Nothing good happens in Baltimore right? 

No that’s not true in the slightest 

 

We got people doing good deeds 

 Looking for the homeless and people in need to feed 

But they don’t show that on the news! 

 

Kids graduating college and moving on to big things like getting into law enforcement and becoming doctors 

doing anything to support their families 

But they don’t show that on the news! 

 

Rappers getting big and putting on for their city and their loved ones who support them to the fullest  

But they don’t show that on the news! 

 

City residents running for congress and trying their hardest to make the city better for everybody who’s living in 

it 

But they don’t show that on the news! 

 

Athletes making it out of the city making the big leagues and becoming successful in their own right and even 

playing for their hometown team 

But they don’t show that on the news! 

They don’t care how successful we are  

We’re just dirty niggers and thugs who just commit crimes and sell drugs on the corner 

We can’t be anything else in the media’s eyes 

They just paint the picture of Baltimore as crime infested and dirty 

We don’t do anything right in their eyes 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

But it’s in our best interest to fight 

And show the good that is present in Baltimore 

We can’t let that shit happen anymore 

There are worse cities than Baltimore that do more shit than us 

But they don’t show that on the news! 

 

When we rise up together 

There won’t be anything in the world that’s better 

 They will show that on the news! 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Limbo 

Dejuan Clark 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The carpet fades in and out of my focus as the still air carried the smell of weed, hennessy and regret, 

mixed with sounds of laughter. Covering up cries with 

 small talk and whisper of; Is that Duck?  

Eyes piercing the back of my head like a bullet.  

 

While time seems to speed up... freeze! 

Flip flopping worse than he did.  

My eyes watch my feet shuffle toward what felt like a black hole with medusa’s head in middle, 

locking my eyes on his still body. With a pumped up chest and face pumped up too with  

 

his haircut. It was 1 done maybe a day ago.   

His beard made up with 4 hairs and this feeling that snatched my tears out my body 

while shadows sift me back to the seat as  

 

the carpet seems to fade in and out of focus.  

...the air carried a beeping sound that was out focus and my only focus as 

I looked up  

 

his face less chubby. Chest flatter and moving slowly   

a haircut needed more than a hug. 

His chin housed 4 hairs and one on his lip as 

 

 that same force... pulled the tears out of me.   

The shadows shuffle me away... 

I sit down   

 

The carpet fades in and out my focus as the still air carried the smell of weed, hennessy and regret. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cycle 

Tori King  

 

Everyday there’s a new face on murder ink   

Another funeral, Another memorial to paint  



 

 

 

 

 

 

We’re at war with each other,because war is what we learned 

Another broken heart, Another lit candle burned 

For so many years our pain has been covered with white lies  

We’re angry because they pretend to not hear our cries  

But label us as violent, when in reality their commiting the crime  

Another innocent man making up for lost time  

We protest to be heard, but it seems our screams aren't loud enough  

They always acknowledge the bad, but for the good they aren’t proud of us  

So there’s just Another funeral, & things blow over like a pile of Dust 

Afraid of the ones whose  job is to protect us, So who can we really trust  

There tryna get rid of us because of their fear for us  

And No they don’t care for us 

So we gotta care for each other, be there for our brothers 

So that one day they’ll be one less crying mother. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

In My City 

Kyurn Taylor 

 

In my city, 

they wanna kill each other just to get a name 

Countless caskets bringing mother pain  



 

 

 

 

 

 

see a youngin’ shining they gon’ snatch your chain  

ain't no love here cause everybody hate 

 

everybody wanna be a dope boy 

won’t get no love if you a broke boy  

better watch ya back if you don’t know boy 

cause these streets dirty claiming souls boy 

  

all you hear is murder murder  

how he got shot down on the corner  

now it's bright & early Sunday morning  

funeral in the church whole family mourning 

  

ain't nothing sweet gotta take risks 

 if you don't got no guts you don't get no glory  

different day it's the same story  

but they disregard it and say it's not important  

 

ain't no leaders everybody follow 

he wanna be a rapper she wanna be model 

say the violence here cause too many problems  

but want methods do they present to solve em 

  

And to them people we another statistic  

Another n**** who'll be dead or in prison  

So much bloodshed in the streets that it's crimson  

A Lot of killers play with toys like its Christmas  

 

Don't matter if you Muslim Buddhist or Christian 

Gotta have faith no matter what's your religion 

It’s not always crystal but you should see my vision 

how we need to step out to mental imprisonment  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Masquerade 

Mikayla Brown  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Time of death 

6:00 pm 

June 6th 

The mask she wore to the party 

Doesn’t compliment her dress 

She cries out 

But no one hears 

Sitting in the rain  

As she watches her precious dove  

Fly far  

Away  

Waking up 

To see the sun  

Free of concern  

Looking out the window to see 

Her dove has return 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Probably  

Joseph Hager 

  

Is it the way I walk or the way I speak 

Possibly the shirt on my back or shoes on my feet 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Could it be my group of friends 

My mama 

My niece 

No I don’t think so it's probably me 

 

This only happens to me as I walk down the street 

When i'm at the store or cutting my hair 

I brush it off when I feel them stare 

 

Why is it me could it be them 

I wear clothes  

I Eat  

I Sleep  

I Breathe 

I have manors taller than trees 

Before I open my mouth they base off what they see 

 

It CAN’T be me It MUSTN'T be 

I've done nothing wrong  

I have not harmed a thing 

I go about my day though they look to see 

Just who i am 

I am me 

 

It must be them but what do they see 

They see a kid there 

Who shouldn't be  

Are their minds the same  

Do they think like me 

No I have pondered this  

They MUSTN’T  

not even probably  

 

 

 

 

 

This is Baltimore 

Autumn Smith  

 

Pain 

 

I was born in the trenches  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Under the rubble of souls  

Who fought an inequality battle but lost the Racist war  

 

Searchlights dance above our cradles  

Gunshots sing us lullabies 

Hopefully our brothers aren't dead in the morning  

 

Police searches strip our innocence 

Concrete playgrounds foreshadow murder scenes  

Under the moonlight 

We remain ordinary negroes with hints of criminal 

 

Trying to escape the fate that's been  

Etched in the uneven slabs of Latrobe Homes  

The cursed projects of McCullough  

Ghost named Freddie on Gilmore 

This is Baltimore  

 

Bodymore 

 Murderland 

If you can make it here  

You can make it anywhere  

But they don't want us to make  

 

Our skin marks our guilt  

Shortened life spans  

High taxes 

 

Long Live Ray and Pedro 

Rest in Paradise to the dead Mothers and Fathers of my classmates  

 

Put down the gun, HANDS UP Don't Shoot  

 

BOOM.  

 

For the Culture: Who She is 

Jaslyn Torres 

 

She was a beauty in disguise  

Masked behind the blood shed of her own  

Gentrified.  

Abandon.  

Or never cared for  

You can only see her wounds  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Well 

That’s what they want you to see anyways  

But when the cameras are off watch her shine  

Watch as her children come together and celebrate  

The beautiful colors combined  

Smiles  

Laughter  

Pure bliss  

But, you never get to see her  

Only the pain will shines through her eyes. 

She is Baltimore. 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I Am More  

Manu Sydnor 

 

to YOU I’m just another n****  

uneducated with no father figure  

not intelligent enough to make father figures  

but how YOU figure 

to my people no questions was asked 

YOU just gave the middle finger 

popped silver 

and drowned us in brown like dark liquor 

 

my black brother got smoked like a swisher 

my brother is more than a t-shirt and a picture 

 

but YOU piggers just can’t paint a pretty picture 

YOU’d rather see a black man painted red 

kinda like YOU when YOU get angry 

how YOU copy me then claim YOU hate me 

YOU can chain me but YOU’LL never change me 

YOU can chain me but YOU’LL always beat me  

through adversity YOU’LL never break me 

 

 
 

 

Away from the Troubles 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Wasiu Omolola 

 

Away from the troubles 

Looking at the sky 

The dawn and the twilight 

Taking place turn by turn 

 

Away from the troubles 

Looking at the sea 

The tides rise and fall 

Taking place turn by turn 

 

Away from the troubles 

Looking at the fields 

The whistles in the wind 

Make me feel appease 

 

Away from the troubles 

Listening to the birds 

Singing songs of love 

Imagine the world without troubles? 

 

 
Letter from the Editor: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Baltimore City College is a school of unique cultures and experiences and we, at Echoes, invite students to 

reflect upon these experiences through creative writing. This particular publication consists of  a compilation of 

creative writing by seniors in Ms. Tashjian’s and Ms. Fensterheim’s classes. These pieces were produced during 

the Baltimore unit where students had the opportunity to study the works of local authors and creatives 

including Devin Allen, Tariq Toure and D. Watkins. These poems are a response to what Devin Allen called “A 

Beautiful Ghetto” in his acclaimed collection of photography documenting the Uprising. This phrase is used to 

describe the paradox that is the beauty and struggle of Baltimore and these pieces reflect the individual 

experiences of students living in this complex world.  We stand proudly behind the works published in this 

literary magazine and hope that this collection will invite reflection and discussion.  

 

Echoes is published by the Baltimore City College Writing Center. If you are interested in having your poetry, 

short stories or artwork published, please submit your work to the following address: 

writingcenter@baltimorecitycollege.us. 
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